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ABSTRACT Customer services are critical to all companies, as they may directly connect to the brand
reputation. Due to a great number of customers, e-commerce companies often employ multiple commu-
nication channels to answer customers’ questions, for example, Chatbot and Hotline. On one hand, each
channel has limited capacity to respond to customers’ requests; on the other hand, customers have different
preferences over these channels. The current production systems are mainly built based on business rules
that merely consider the tradeoffs between the resources and customers’ satisfaction. To achieve the optimal
tradeoff between the resources and customers’ satisfaction, we propose a new framework based on deep
reinforcement learning that directly takes both resources and user model into account. In addition to the
framework, we also propose a new deep-reinforcement-learning-based routing method—double dueling
deep Q-learning with prioritized experience replay (PER-DoDDQN). We evaluate our proposed framework
and method using both synthetic and a real customer service log data from a large financial technology
company. We show that our proposed deep-reinforcement-learning-based framework is superior to the
existing production system.Moreover, we also show that our proposed PER-DoDDQN is better than all other
deep Q-learning variants in practice, which provides amore optimal routing plan. These observations suggest
that our proposed method can seek the tradeoff, where both channel resources and customers’ satisfaction
are optimal.

INDEX TERMS Deep reinforcement learning, personalized customer service, time-series data processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The quality of customer service is crucial to a company’s
reputation: its quality is measured by how quickly a company
responds to customers’ requests and how satisfied customers
are when seeking help. Obviously, the satisfaction of a cus-
tomer can merely be measured using the problem-solving
quality alone. In practice, a company also adopts customers’
queuing time as one of the indicators for measuring satisfac-
tion. For the purpose of shortening customers’ waiting time,
major companies often provided multiple communication

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zhanyu Ma.

channels for customers to choose, for example, mobile App,
web-based message and the traditional hotline. Different
communication channels have their own limited quota for
responding to customers’ requests, and also require different
cognitive loads. Customers are impatient, especially when
they have a request to be resolved, but they want to express
their need using the least effort. The most natural commu-
nication channel is the hotline, where a customer service
representative answers the call and help customers solve
their problems. As a consequence, most customers prefer the
hotline channel and it often leads to a long waiting time,
especially during peak hours. Therefore, the obvious prob-
lem occurred is the imbalanced workloads of each channel.
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How can we solve this problem to make customers satisfied,
and how can we help companies optimally allocate limited
resources are the key questions. There are a lot of other factors
that impact customer acceptance rates, e.g., the design of user
interface, the privacy issues of the question, etc. All of them
can affect user’s choice. This paper focus only on the routing
problem at first: redistributing the right customers to non-
hotline, and reducing the burden of a round of dialogue for
unsuitable customers. In the experiment result section we can
see the significant improvements after applying our routing
model. We will consider other factors in our future work.

The customer service system produces about 50000 data
every day in the e-commerce company. Existing systems
adopted by many companies are rule-based to deal with big
data issues, which are easy to implement as most of the
business rules are already defined. However, they are not
flexible and often end upwith a large set of complicated rules.
Also, using a rule-based system doesn’t aim to seek a balance
between optimality of resource allocation and customer satis-
faction, but purely for the low-cost implementation purpose.
We carefully explore and evaluate these drawbacks in this
paper, and show that although rule-based systems may be an
efficient way to handle customer requests stream, it is far from
making both customers and the company satisfactory.

Motivated by the recent success in deep reinforce-
ment learning [1], we propose a deep-reinforcement-learning
based framework to perform the customer service requests
routing. The proposed framework is in sharp contrast to
the rule-based system, as our framework directly captures:
(i) customers’ preference and (ii) each channels future traffic.
Customers have different preferences over different commu-
nication channels, and a simple routing method may result in
low satisfaction. For example, if the problem is not so urgent,
a student may be willing to leave messages on the offline
service desk if the current hotline is busy; someone who is
doubtful about the chatbot may be stick to the hotline channel,
regardless the waiting time. Recommending customers their
preferrable surrogate channel is essential as it affects the
overall customers’ experience. Another key to solving the
allocation problem is to be able to predict the channel’s traffic
over the next time window. The requests data stream often
comes in a high speed, especially in peak hours and a mass
corporation, a system can fail miserably if it ignores the
time-series feature of the request stream. For example, if our
prediction suggests that the hotline is not busy in the next
time window we can then let customers be served using the
hotline if they prefer to; similarly if our prediction shows the
hotline’s capacity will be exceeded in the next time window,
wemay try to route customers’ request to alternative channels
if possible. Hence, the frameworkwe proposed in this paper is
to seek tradeoffs among the channel capacity, user preference
and the predicted traffic of the current channel.

Our framework consists of three major components:
(i) customer profiling module, (ii) flow forecasting mod-
ule and (iii) an agent that suggests a customer to the most
suitable channel. The first component is used to model the

environment in our reinforcement learning framework and
the last one is the agent. We make use of users’ attribute
to infer their preference over different channels, so that
our system can perform personalized routing according to
each individual’s preference. As we mentioned, the customer
requests stream is a time-series data and it is crucial if we can
predict the volume of each channel of a certain time point.
In this paper, we evaluate several techniques for time-series
prediction and give a recommended approach. Our frame-
work is built based on deep reinforcement learning method.
Despite of using existed deep Q-learning and its variants,
we also propose the double dueling DQN with prioritized
experience replay (PER-DoDDQN) method, which combines
the strength from both double DQN (DoDQN) [2] and duel-
ing DQN (DDQN) [3].

We evaluate our proposed framework and method using
synthetic and real customer service data collected from a large
financial technology company.We propose several evaluation
metrics and evaluate our solution effectiveness from three
aspects: (i) channel congestion, (ii) customers’ acceptance
rate of the recommended alternatives and (iii) the channel
utilization. Experiments demonstrate the substantial routing
effectiveness gains can be achieved – both channel resources
and customers satisfaction reach an optimal state – using our
proposed new routing framework is more effective than the
existing system, and our proposed PER-DoDDQN is more
effective than DQN variants.
Our contribution can be concluded in three-fold:
1) We model the customer service requests routing prob-

lem using deep reinforcement learning, considering
both channel resources and customers’ satisfaction.

2) We propose the double dueling deep Q-learning with
prioritized experience replay method to solve the rout-
ing problem, which achieves that better performance
than its counterparts in practice.

3) We perform an extensive evaluation using both real and
synthetic data to demonstrate the practical value of our
proposed methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The back-
ground and our problem definition will be introduced in
Section II. After that, we will present our system, including
the user model and the routing approach based on rein-
forcement learning in Section III, together with experimental
results and analysis in Section IV. Then related technical
work about reinforcement learning and traffic forecastingwill
be provided in Section V. Finally, the conclusions and future
work will be provided in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide the background of routing applica-
tion in detail, including application scenario and the baseline
system.

A. APPLICATION BACKGROUND
Modern business often provides several communication
channels for customers convenience, ranging from traditional
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call center service, online chatbot, to mobile APP. Besides
the traditional call center (or hotline) services, other channels
may be served by a mixture of automatic chatbot and human
customer representatives. Apparently, the hotline service has
the least capacity to deal with customers’ request, while it
is the most preferred one by a majority of the customers,
due to its low communication cost. Other channels face a
similar trade-off. For example, it is easier for users to access
mobile Apps for issuing customer service requests, but it
requests a lot of cognitive effort for users to describe their
information need precisely and the interaction is often less
efficient compared to using the hotline service. While most
of the time the mobile APP may not be preferred, for simple
requests, customers’ may resolve them more efficient by
selecting or browsing pre-selected questions. Similarly, for
the online interface, customers are required to input their
requests precisely, which may prevent customers from using
this channel. However, compared to the mobile APP and
the hotline service, the web interface provides a way for
customers to interact with each other, which may help to
reduce the workload of customer service representatives to
some extent. When a large number of customers are mak-
ing requests to one channel, the channel’s capacity may be
exceeded, and customers need towait a long time. In this case,
most customer services platforms will re-direct users to other
channels, however, users have a large chance to reject such
recommendation.

According to our application scenario, we need to propose
a system that seeks tradeoffs between the channel capacity
and customers’ satisfaction, where the satisfaction is mea-
sured using the acceptance rate and waiting time. Let n be
the total number of communication channels, each of which
has a capacity of ci(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Assume all customers will
use the customer service platforms. Each customer has a user
profile u = 〈f0, f1, . . . , fk 〉, where fi represents a value of
i-th attribute. We consider at time t , each channel will also
have a request flow, referred to as et . The utilization rate
vi to represent the percentage of the free resources of the
current channel, relative to the channel capacity. Formally,
the routing problem is:
Problem 1: Customer Service Routing Problem. Given a

user and the request, and the current capacity of each chan-
nel ci, the problem is to recommend user a communication
channel i, such that: (i) the overall users’ satisfaction rate is
maximized; (ii) the overall utilization rates of communication
channels are maximized.

B. BASELINE CUSTOMER SERVICE ROUTING SYSTEM
To compared with our proposed RL-based algorithm, we con-
sider a real customer service routing system as an example,
shown in Figure 1. This is a real product system adopted by a
large financial technology company, which is designed based
on business rules. The system considers two communication
channels: self-service and hotline, where self-service let cus-
tomers solve simple requests and the hotline is the traditional
call-based customer service.

FIGURE 1. Existing customer service request routing system, which is
designed based on business rules.

The system works as follows: when a customer calls in,
the system always asks whether the customer would like to
use a self-service, as the hotline may be congested and the
customer’s question may be simple. If the customer agrees,
he or she will be routed to the self-service channel, otherwise,
the systemwill thenmake a decision depending on the current
queue length of the hotline channel. A customer will always
be re-directed to hotline service when there are no people
waiting in the queue. However, when the service channel is
busy and there is a queue, the system will randomly select
a set of customers to ask if they are willing to switch to
the drainage channel. The exact number of customers who
will be chosen to ask for a second preference depends on
the current length of the hotline queue – if the queue is
long, then more customers will be selected than a short
queue.

From the description, we can observe that, existing
rule-based customer service routing system strictly stick to
the rule that always respects customers’ choices, regardless
of the current channel state. Customers can choose to stay
wait until the hotline is available, or switch to other provided
channels. We analyze the real data collected from the pro-
duction system, and find that only 20.1% customers agreed to
accept the self-service channel in the current customer service
routing system. A detailed analysis and comparison will be
provided in Section IV.

Obviously, existing systems only provide a simple inter-
face for users to express their interest, rather than performing
an effective routing operation. Letting customers choose their
preferred channel almost always lead to the congestion in
the hotline channel, as a result, customers will need to wait
for a long time until be served; the other channels will be
wasted in this situation. In this paper, we want to mitigate this
extremely imbalanced resources utilization, so we propose a
new routing framework that aims at finding optimal plans for
both the company and customers.

III. PERSONALIZED REQUESTS ROUTING FRAMEWORK
As we described in Definition 1, the customer request rout-
ing system needs to find an optimal state between chan-
nel resources and customers’ satisfaction. We first describe
our proposed routing framework and then our proposed
double dueling DQN with prioritized experience replay
(PER-DoDDQN) model.
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FIGURE 2. Overview of the proposed routing framework.

A. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION
We show an overview of our proposed customer service rout-
ing system in Figure 2, which is based on deep reinforcement
learning. In the proposed framework, there are two important
components: environment and agent.

The environment is shown in the right bottom pane of
Figure 2, which consists of a channel model (the left-hand
side in the pane) and a user model (the right-hand side in the
pane). The channel model is used to estimate the volume of
request flow, as a part of the state that the agent can observe. If
we estimate that a channel will have a large incoming request
in the next time window, our routing framework should avoid
allocating more customers to that channel. Since the cus-
tomer service request show a strong temporal correlation,
we formulate the problem of channel requests predication as
a time-series prediction problem. Moreover, as in peak hours,
the data stream may come in with a high volume and veloc-
ity, so pre-estimating the number of the incoming requests
helps the system to make a better routing decision. All flow
forecasting algorithm described in Section V-B can poten-
tially be applied to this problem. After a careful evaluation,
we choose the XGBoost as it reveals the best performance
in the real scenario. We will describe the detailed evaluation
in Section IV.
Another important element of the environment is the user

model, describing customers’ preference over different com-
munication channels. Intuitively, customers preferences vary
on all possible communication channels. If the recommended
channel is not preferred by a customer, then it is highly
likely the customer will reject the channel routing, which
leads to a longer waiting queue of a popular channel, for
example, the hotline channel. We build the user model using
a neural networks, which has three hidden layers with size
128, 256 and 128 respectively. For each user, we input
their attributes into the user model and output their accep-
tance probability of each communication channel. All rout-
ing models in this paper use the same architecture shown
in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. The user model.

The agent which takes actions based on observed states
is shown in the leftmost pane in Figure 2. It takes the state
observed from the environment as the input and then a neural
network is used to recommend a channel to the customer. If
a customer accepts our recommendation, then a successful
routing is performed, which indicates we may reduce the
workload of some bottleneck channels to some extent and
also the user is willing to accept a channel switch. Note that,
in our framework, all components can be configured with
the most suitable algorithm, and we will show an empirical
comparison among different configurations in Section IV.

B. THE ROUTING MODEL
The overall routing model is based on deep reinforcement
learning, and more specifically, the DQN variants. They
approximate qθ (s, a), which means the value of ‘‘state’’(s)
and ‘‘action’’(a) pairs with the deep learning. The algo-
rithms optimize the policy according to the TD-error:
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r + γ max
a′

q(s′, a′)− q(s, a) and are updated as the following

equation

q(s, a) = q(s, a)+ α(r + γ max
a′

q(s′, a′)− q(s, a)). (1)

where r represents the immediate reward, and s′ and a′ rep-
resents the next state and the next possible actions. All DQN
variants are based on the above ideas and will be described in
detail in Section V.

We start to describe how we formulate the three key ele-
ments (action, state and reward function) in any reinforce-
ment learning model, and then we describe our proposed
PER-DoDDQN in Algorithm 1.

1) ACTION
The system aims to learn a policy that can determine which
channel should be recommended to users, so the action here
is to select a channel among n candidates, where n is deter-
mined by the total number of channels in the real application.
We represent the action as a, (a ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}).

2) STATE
A state is expected to express the customer’s channel pref-
erence, and channel feasibility of handling furthermore
requests. So the state includes: the customers’ preferences
over different channels u, the channel capacity c and the
channel’s future request flow traffic êt . The entire state is
represented as s = 〈u, êt , c〉.

3) REWARD FUNCTION
There are duel reward aspects we need to consider: from the
customers’ perspective and from the channel capacity, based
on which the reward is:

R = ga,t − λ1 · ReLu
(
−min(ct − λ3 · êt+1)

)
− λ2 · (ReLu(min(ct − λ3 · êt+1)))2, (2)

where λ1 � λ2 and λ3 is a smoothing parameter, making
reward put more emphasis on the current capacity.

We use ga,t be the reward that is given to the user’s current
action at time t , indicating if we make a good recommenda-
tion from a customer’s perspective. When a user accepts the
recommendation, ga,t = 1; otherwise ga,t = −1. Therefore,
ga,t can guide the system learning towards the channel that a
customer prefers.

The second and third terms in Equation (2) is designed
according to bottleneck channels, which is the channel has
the least remaining capacity and favored by the majority,
for example, the hotline channel. As the bottleneck channel
may easily be congested and intuitively, customers’ satis-
faction will also be largely affected by the waiting time
in the queue – even more important than the preference.
To guide the system learn to avoid such case, we also
add an extra quadratic punishment item to our reward
function.

Algorithm 1 Personalized Customer Service Routing
(PER-DoDDQN)
1: Input: Customer service flow, Channel capacity C ←
C0 = (c1, c2, . . . , cn), User attributes, period K,
done_num

2: Build u(u1, u2, . . . , un) F User model, and bottleneck
channel’s probability is 1.

3: D← { }, θ ← 0, θ̄ ← 0 F Initialize PER buffer D, and
parameters

4: A∗← {}, terminal_state← False F Keep tracking
customers’ actions

5: T ← length(training dataset)
6: for t ← 1 to T do
7: cid ← current customer’s id F Get current

customers’ id
8: st ← 〈u, ê,C〉, at ←−1
9: if t > 1 then

10: store transition(st−1, at−1,Rt , st ) in D with
weight and update D [4]

11: end if
12: select action at according to ε-greedy [5], following

policy πθ [2] [3], let ga,t ← 1
13: if customer reject the selected action then
14: reassign the customer to bottleneck channel,

ga,t ←−1.
15: end if
16: A∗[cid ]← at , C[at ]← C[at ]− 1 F Reduce

channel capacity
17: Compute the immediate reward Rt+1 using Equa-

tion 2
18: if a customer ci finishes request then
19: C[A∗[ci]]← C[A∗[ci]]+ 1
20: end if
21: if min(C) < done_num then
22: st is terminal state
23: reset the channel capacity:C ← C0
24: end if
25: For the transition (st−1, at−1,Rt , st ) sampled fromD

according to [4], compute loss :

L=
{
(Rt − qθ (st−1, at−1))2, if st is terminal state
(Rt + γ qθ̄ (st , at )− qθ (st−1, at−1))

2, otherwise
(3)

26: Where qθ is computed based on Eq 16
27: Minimize loss by gradient descent
28: θ̄ ← θ if t mod K ≡ 0
29: end for

4) PERSONALIZED CUSTOMER SERVICE ROUTING
ALGORITHM
We describe the work flow using our proposed
PER-DoDDQN in Algorithm 1. The system takes channel
capacity, user profile and the request flow series as input,
output a channel recommendation for each customer. As our
focus is neither customer profiling nor flow forecasting,
we simplify the two module description in our presentation.
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TABLE 1. Parameter values obtained on the training set. Note we set the memory size to 2,000, and the batch size is 320. For all models, we early
terminate the current episode when the hotline channel has a congestion of 100 requests.

Note that, the choice of algorithm used to solve the problem
should be made according to the real application data. For
incoming request stream, we first obtain the customer id and
current channel capacity at the moment. We then initialize
the state at the current time point in Line 8. If this is not the
starting point and we’ve already made some actions, we store
our previous action and current state into the replay buffer
D, in Line 10. We then select the current optimal action for
the current customer and update the channel capacity from
Line 16 to Line 20. Note that, a customer can choose to
reject and accept our suggestion, and we need to update ga,t
accordingly. If a customer rejects our suggestion, we always
put them into the bottleneck channel, which definitely will
be accepted. From Line 25 to Line 26, we describe the
loss function used in our proposed PER-DoDDQN method,
in which it combines both DQN and DDQN. As we’ve
mentioned, we adopt prioritized experience replay, so the
mini-batch sampled from replay buffer is based on weights
computed in Equation 17. Note that when the environment
reaches the terminal state, the TD-error is liable to suddenly
increase. Therefore, we use prioritized experience replay so
that the transition with the terminal state can be trained more
times, speeding up the model convergence.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
We describe experimental evaluation in this section, includ-
ing results on both synthetic and real datasets.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
1) REAL-WORLD DATASET
Our real data is sampled from June 15, 2018 to October 1,
2018 from customer service log provided by a big finan-
cial technology company. In total, there are 4898143 cus-
tomer requests when congestion happens. For each customer,
we consider seven features, which consists of gender, age,
residential province, household, car, assets and credit limit.
These features are preprocessed, and mapped to integer val-
ues if the original feature is categorical.

2) SYNTHETIC DATASET
For improving the robustness of RL model, we simulate
data based on the real-world Dataset. Firstly, we extract
10 days data from the real-world dataset, then we simulate
the length of these sessions sampled from the uniform distri-
bution, U (1, 6) minutes. Then we synthesize the probability

of customer with R package SynthPop [6], with the cart
method. Finally, we counted customer flow and added Gaus-
sian noises to the flow data as the customer flow prediction
data. We get 487,354 simulator customer service data from
15 June 2018 to 24 June 2018. We use 50,000 data from
simulator dataset as the testing dataset.

It must be noted that the immediate reward according to
Equation 2 is considered as the labels in supervised machine
learning because there are no real labels in the synthetic
dataset and real-world dataset.

3) PARAMETER SETTINGS
As there is a high percentage of noises in the real dataset,
we train all models using the synthetic dataset, and apply
the optimal parameter settings to the real dataset. For each
configuration and the dataset, we list the parameter settings
in Table 1.
We select these parameters of RL models when the param-

eters fulfill these two conditions: (i) the loss of agent con-
verging and (ii) the reward increment when the action is
selected by the agent. These models converge with about
9000 iterations in simulator datasets, so the model is learned
after the experience replay is updated 50 times.

4) BASELINES AND CONFIGURATIONS
In order to empirically show the effectiveness of our
system, we consider the following variants: (i) deep
Q-Learning model variants and (ii) state variants. So,
in addition to our proposed system, double dueling DQN
with prioritized replay (PER-DoDDQN), we consider the
nature DQN (DQN), the dueling DQN (DDQN), a plain
double DQN model (DoDQN) and the double dueling
DQN (DoDDQN) without prioritized replay. In order to show
the impact of our channel model, customer flow prediction
model and terminal state, we also show results of which
the state is 〈u, c〉, 〈c, ê〉 and removing the terminal state,
which we use PER-DoDDQN-e, PER-DoDDQN-u and PER-
DoDDQN-noter to represent, respectively. All of our algo-
rithms are implemented using tensorflow.

5) TRADITIONAL MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS
In this paper, we also provide experiments by com-
paring traditional machine learning algorithms (KNN [7],
CNNs [8], [9] and SVM [7]). In this paper, the Neural Net-
work consists of two convolutional layers and two fully
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connected layers. LSTM cannot be applied in this task as the
single message(< u, c, ê >) has no sequence information.

6) EVALUATION METRICS
To detailly evaluate these models in simulator dataset,
We designed six metrics. Where N represents the total num-
ber of consultations in the test set in the next six metrics.
Congestion Rate (CCR) means the percentage of data when
congestion happens;

CCR =

N∑
i=1

E1C<0

N
, (4)

where C < 0 means that there are people waiting for
service.E1C<0 represents whether the congestion occurs when
people calling. If there are customers in the waiting queue,
E1C<0 = 1, otherwise, E1C<0 = 0.
Average Congestion Level (AC) means the average degree

of congestion in simulator dataset;

AC =

N∑
i=1

Relu(−EC)

N
, (5)

where Relu(−EC), EC = {Ci} represents the length of the
waiting queue of channel i. Ci < 0 means there number
of customers in the waiting queue of channel i, Relu(−EC)
means if there are customers in waiting queue, Relu(Ci) =
abs(Ci).Ci > 0 means there are Ci capacity in channels,
so Relu(−Ci) = 0
Peak congestion (PC) means the minimum total capacity.

PC = max(Relu(−EC)), (6)

PC refects the most congested degree, also represents the
maximum length of the waiting queue.

And AFR means the average idle degree of the catering
staff.

AFR =

N∑
i=1

Relu( EC)

N
, (7)

where Relu( EC) represents the remaining capacity of channels.
If there are remaining capacity of channels, Relu( EC) = EC,
otherwise Relu( EC) = 0.
Self-service
Acceptance Rate (SP) means the percentage of customers

who accepted the switch-to-self-service suggestions;

SP =

N∑
i=1

E1sp

N
, (8)

where E1sp represents whether the customer accepts the
self-service channel.

∑N
i=1
E1sp the total number of customers

who accept the self-service channels.

FIGURE 4. Comparison of algorithms on the flow forecasting task. The
solid black line is the true value, the dash is result estimated using
XGBoost and the dash dot shows the result computed using LSTM.

Drainage Acceptance Rate (DP) means the percentage of
customers who accepted the switch-to-app suggestions;

DP =

N∑
i=1

E1dp

N
, (9)

where E1dp represents whether the customer accepts the target
drainage channel.

∑N
i=1
E1dp means the total number of cus-

tomers who accept the drainage channels.
Besides, we also calculate the rewards of all RL models for

this task, and then normalize these rewards.
When evaluating on the real dataset, we are additionally

interested in Routing Rate, which means the number of cus-
tomers who agree to be routed to other channels outside hot-
line, divided by the total number of customers. These metrics
are used to evaluate the reinforcement learning algorithms
and traditional machine learning.

B. CUSTOMER FLOW FORECASTING
The flow prediction is verified as an important factor to the
model in the simulation results listed in the previous section.
It is directly related to the performance of the system.

As mentioned in section V-B, LSTM algorithm [10] and
XGBoost algorithm [11] are widely used in this area, so they
are used and compared in our experiments.

Our pre-processing steps are as follows: we split the entire
flow for every 10 minute and count the flow volume, this
results in a total number of 10,271 time points; In order to
predict the volume in the next time window, the forecasting
makes use of historical data in the past 24 hours (144 points).
All methods are trained on the 80% of the data and tested on
the rest.

We follow [12] to implement the LSTM method, which
consists of two layers. The algorithm runs for 40 epochs with
batch size 200. A dropout rate of 0.8 is employed to avoid
overfitting. The XGBoost ends after 40 rounds training, with
the learning rate 0.1; the maximal tree depth is 6; and the
colsample-tree is 0.7. We set an equal weight of 0.1 to both
L1 and L2 regularization when training XGBoost.

The final prediction results in Figure 4. We can observe a
better performance of using XGBoost than using LSTM [13].
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FIGURE 5. Evaluation results on the hotline channel, measured by absolute congestion percentage, which is average queue
length relative to the channel’s original capacity.

TABLE 2. Synthetic results. The numbers in bold are the best performance on the metric.

For a better understanding of the performance difference,
we evaluate both algorithms using commonly used metrics,
accuracy and root-mean-square-error (RMSE):

RMSE =

√√√√ T∑
i=1

1
T
(yi − ŷi)2, (10)

where T is the total time points, yi is the true value and ŷi
is the predict value. We define the accuracy with a small
error-tolerance range: -8% to 15%. For example, when actu-
ally there are 100 customer requests, we regard prediction that
falls between 92 and 115 are correct.

Evaluation results further confirm the observationsmade in
Figure 4: XGBoost is more effective, which has an accuracy
of 0.803 and RMSE of 40.445; while LSTM has a lower
accuracy and a higher RMSE, which are 0.726 and 81.234,
respectively.

C. ROUTING RESULTS ANALYSIS
We show the results of various configurations on both real
and synthetic data in this section.

Note that, as in the real application, the bottleneck channel
is the hotline, we will directly use the ‘‘hotline’’ channel
in results analysis. It takes 35.228 seconds training PER-
DoDDQN’s model every 1000 batches and the training con-
vergences after training 4000 batches.

1) RESULTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA
We show evaluation results on the synthetic dataset in table 2
and figure 5. As the hotline channel is the main concern in

FIGURE 6. The results of PER-DoDDQN and other machine
learning(eg.heuristic algorithm) algorithms on simulated data.

the real production system, we first focus on the absolute
congestion percentage of this particular channel, and show
results in Figure 5. We show the comparison of our pro-
posed PER-DoDDQN in Figure 5(a). As we can see, our
environment model is crucial for finding the optimal routing
plan: the method PER-DoDDQN-e, which doesn’t have flow
estimation is consistently worse than the others. Without user
modeling also hurt the performance, but only slightly on the
synthetic data. We then compare our method to other DQN
variants in Figure 5(b). The trend is clear – our proposed
PER-DoDDQN is the best among all. Also, we can see that
the prioritized experience replay plays an important role in
the model, without which the performance can be degraded
a lot.
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TABLE 3. Synthetic results of PER-DoDDQN and other machine learning algorithms. The numbers in bold are the best performance on the metric.

TABLE 4. Evaluation results on the real dataset. The baseline is based on business rules from the product system. Besides the metrics used previously,
the routing rate (RR) and routing number (RN) is also used. Note that RN is shown in the unit of ×106.

We then consider the overall evaluation using proposed
metrics, in Table 2. Among all evaluation metrics, the CCR is
the most important one, and the proposed PER-DoDDQN is
the best across all configurations; this trend also holds when
evaluating using AC. DoDDQN shows a better performance
when considering the peak congestion, and it achieves a
similar but worse performance than its PER variant. Using
a simple DQN is the best if only drainage percentage or
average free rate, however, it simply means a non-optimal
plan is shown. Further, results on both DoDDQN and DDQN
suggest that our proposed PER-DoDDQN is more advanced
than considering any of the components alone.

We compare RL models with standard heuristics algo-
rithms, including Simulated annealing (SA), CNN and
Baselines(rule-based system) which can be viewed as
heuristic methods. As shown in Figure 6 and Table 3, the tra-
ditional machine learning (SA, SVM, KNN, CNN) perform
worse than the RL algorithms, especially in the metrics CCR,
AC and PC. Because the long term gains are not considered in
these models. The RL framework takes into account not just
immediate reward but also the impact of the selected action
in the future. But other ML models recommend channels to
the customers solely on the current state.

Note that the average idle degree of the catering staff(AFR)
can be very low when the customers are more likely to be
assigned to hotline regardless of the capacity of channels.
And the percentages of customers who accepted the switch-
to-self-service suggestions (SP) and switch-to-app sugges-
tions(DP) are independent of the future state. Supervised
machine learning methods only care about the current state,
so it can perform similarly to or even perform better than
the RL models in one or two of the above three metrics, but
obviously it cannot change the fact that it cannot beat RL
algorithms among all the metrics in general.

TABLE 5. Evaluation results on the real dataset with machine learning
algorithms. The baseline is based on business rules from the product
system. RR is Routing rate and RN is routing number. Note that RN is
shown in the unit of ×106.

2) COMPARISON ON THE REAL DATASET
We show experimental results on the real dataset, with
the real product system in use as the baseline. Note that,
we use the results of XGBoost discussed in Section IV-
B when modeling environment, in all of deep reinforce-
ment learning method. Among all 4,898,143 records in
our dataset, when considering the baseline model, around
984,526 (20.1%) of customers agree to be routed to self-
service, and only 104,820 (2.14%) customers are successfully
routed to drainage channel.

As suggested by Table 4, our proposed deep reinforcement
learning framework outperforms baseline greatly. Among all
methods PER-DoDDQN, works the best in absolute numbers
of customers assigned to non-hotline if there is a congestion:
it successfully reassigns 1.908 million (39.0%) customers
to non-hotline channels. Note that, in real practice, the last
tow metric routing rate and routing numbers are the most
important indicators; and the PER-DoDDQN is the best on
both. Compare to the synthetic data in Table 2, we can see
that the PER-DoDDQN is the optimal configuration across
all methods. For example, the DP results of PER-DoDDQN
is almost the best on the real dataset, while this is not the
case on the synthetic dataset. A similar observation can be
made when considering SP metric. When a user model is
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built and employed in the framework, we can see that it is
of great importance in our model – without which the model
performance will decrease largely. The same observation on
the importance of flow forecasting can also be seen from the
effectiveness score of PER-DoDDQN-e in Table 4.
Comparing with RL frameworks, the other machine learn-

ing algorithms perform poorly in real-world dataset. The
number of customers redistributed to other channels by other
machine learning algorithms is far less than that by RL mod-
els. As shown in Table 5, among all supervised algorithms,
SVM performs best in these two metrics (RR and RN). But
It only redistributes 1.182 million customers to non-hotline
channels, slightly higher than baseline. For DP and SP, super-
vised algorithms perform worse than PER-DoDDQN.

V. RELATED WORK
In this section, we will introduce two aspects of technical
background in detail, including deep reinforcement learning
in Section V-A and flow forecasting in Section V-B.

A. DEEP REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning (RL) is widely used in many appli-
cation systems, such as network communication [14], object
detection [15], digital image steganalysis [16] and edge
computing [17]. It is a hot area of machine learning con-
cerned with how software agents ought to take actions in an
environment so as to maximize some notion of cumulative
rewards by optimizing the policy [1]:

πθ (s, a) = argmax
π

E(
∞∑
t=0

γ trt ; θ )

where γ is the discounted factor with the immediate reward
greater. Unlike supervised learning which requires labeled
training data, or unsupervised one without labels, reinforce-
ment learning learns from the environment through ‘‘inter-
action’’: it will observe the environment all around, and
summarize them into a ’state’(St ). Together with two strate-
gies of exploration and exploitation, the action at will be
selected. After that action, the agent will observe a new state
St+1, and get the rewards Rt of the new environment [18]. Rt
will be used to update the agent’s strategies. After trying a
large number of the above steps, the agent will optimize its
strategies to adapt the environment. Reinforcement learning
also defines some ’terminal states’. The learning process will
reset a new episode when the agent has reached a terminal
state. Now there are two types of reinforcement: value-based
models and policy-based models [1].

Value-based reinforcement learning algorithms aim at
learning the state-action value function (or Q-function),
by minimizing the Temporal-Difference error(often referred
to as TD-error). The Q value function [1] can be defined as
Equation 11:

qθ (s, a)=E(Gt |St=s,At = a; θ ) = E(r + γEa′ (qθ (s
′, a′))),

(11)

Note that qθ (s, a; θ ) is the value function when the agent
selects the action a in the state s, and s′ is the new state of
the environment. Besides, γ is the discounted future reward
factor, and r is the immediate reward. Value-based algorithms
can only deal with enumerable action space. The following
four value-based methods are widely used.

1) Q-LEARNING
The earlier classic RL algorithm is Q-learning [19], which
first generates Q table and R table, then update Q table during
training, and therefore it only works in discrete state and
action. R table is initialized to the immediate rewards of
state-action pairs. While the Q values of the state-action pairs
are stored in Q table. Due to Equation 11, the Q table is
updated during training as follows:

q(s, a) = q(s, a)+ α(r + γ max
a′

q(s′, a′)− q(s, a)). (12)

2) DEEP Q-LEARNING
As one of the most important branches of machine
learning, deep learning has developed rapidly in recent
years and has been successfully applied in many areas.
Reference [20] use RICNN for object detection in sens-
ing images. Reference [21] model the background with
deep autoencoders for object detection. Reference [22] pro-
pose a unified co-salient framework with two highlights.
Reference [23] propose SP-MIL framework for co-saliency
detection. Reference [24] propose a fusion algorithm of the
image feature and the text feature extracted from two separate
networks for image classification. Reference [25] analyze
DNA methylation data by deep learning.

Deep Learning is able to be coupled with reinforcement
learning, which greatly enhances the performance of RL. One
of the successful model is deep Q-learning (DQN), which
uses deep learningmethod to approximate Q table, along with
two improvements, experience replay [26] and two separate
neural networks [27]. One successful application of DQN
is computer games. Reference [27] mentioned that DQN
has already reached the human level in 49 games of Atari
2600 game series. DQN is the improvement of Q-learning,
minimizing the TD-error:

L = (r + γ max
a′

qθ̄ (s
′, a′)− qθ (s, a))2, (13)

where qθ̄ is used to evaluate the target value and qθ is
used to evaluate the current value, and qθ will be assigned
to qθ̄ at regular intervals. For simplicity, we refer to (r +
γ maxa′ qθ̄ (s

′, a′)) as ŷi in the following introduction. DQN
learns the policy by gradient descent, and the gradient of the
loss is written as Equation 14:

∇θL = Es,a,r,s′ ((ŷi − qθ (s, a))∇θqθ (s, a)). (14)

3) DOUBLE DQN
It has improved DQN through selecting the action before
evaluating Q value, which can reduce the chance of
overestimations [2]. The loss function (TD-error) of Double
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DQN is modified into Equation 15, but the learning method
is the same as nature DQN.

L = (r + γ qθ̄ (s
′, argmax

a′
qθ (s′, a′))− qθ (s, a))2. (15)

4) DUELING DQN
The Q value in dueling DQN consists of two parts, value
function,V , and advantage function,A. The dueling DQN can
learn which states are (or are not) valuable, without having to
learn how the action effects the state [3]. And The Q value in
dueling DQN can be written as follows:

qθ,α,β (s, a)=Vθ,β (s)+Aθ,α(s, a)−
1
|A|

∑
a′
Aθ,α(s, a′), (16)

where θ is the sharing parameter of V and A, while β and α
are the private parameters of V and A respectively.

5) EXPERIENCE REPLAY AND PRIORITIZED
EXPERIENCE REPLAY
The replay buffer is often adopted in the reinforcement learn-
ing process, in order to reduce the correlation of the data.
Experienced replay is adopted by [26], it randomly samples
transitions from previous training in order to make the data be
subject to stationary function, and to make the neural network
inDQN converge easier. Randomly sampling transitions from
the replay buffermay hurt the performance of the algorithm as
these transitions are not equally weighted. A straightforward
method is to use a biased sampling method, in which the sam-
pling probability is proportional to the TD-error – transitions
with higher TD-errors are more likely to be sampled. Based
on this intuition, [4] proposed prioritized experience replay.
Further, in order to reduce the time spent in sorting these
samples, these transitions in prioritized experienced replay
are stored using the SumTree data structure [4]. Let pj be
TD-error, the weight wi of the i-th transition, (si, ai, ri, s′i),
is computed using:

wi = pαi /
∑
j

(pαj ). (17)

6) POLICY BASED METHOD
Policy gradient algorithm is the classical policy based algo-
rithm. Compared to value based algorithm, the policy gradi-
ent algorithm directly maximizes the expectations of the state
value function. Policy based reinforcement learning can also
be applied to continuous action space [28].

7) ACTOR-CRITIC ALGORITHM (AC)
In the previous RL models, the agent can only be updated
after an episode in the policy gradient algorithm. Actor-Critic
(AC) algorithm solves this problem by combining policy gra-
dient algorithm with deep Q-learning ingeniously. A3C [29],
DDPG [30], PPO [31] and ACKTR [32] are all the new
development of RL based actor-critic framework. The policy
based methods can be used in continuous action space. DQN
algorithms are suitable to deal with discrete action space.

Also through the explanation of the above-mentioned content,
the RL methods based Actor Critic framework, which have
the complex structure, are difficult to converge. Therefore,
we prefer to choose DQN to solve our routing task in the next
sections, according to the characteristics of the problem.

8) THE LATEST PROGRESS
Reference [33] propose a method based on neural net-
work and combined with reinforcement learning to pro-
cess the scarce data or the task which changes quickly.
Reference [34] illustrates the problem of overestimation
exists in the actor-critic framework, and proposes a algorithm
based on double DQN to limit overestimation. Reference [35]
proposes a algorithm called soft actor-critic based on the
maximum entropy framework to improve the convergence
and reinforcement learning stability. Reference [36] mainly
studied the effect of baselines dependent of state-action, espe-
cially in this continuous control tasks.

9) DISCUSSION
So far, we’ve summarized some popular value-based deep
reinforcement learning methods. The DQN proposed by [26]
is the first successful integration of the deep neural network
and reinforcement learning, which benefits a lot from using
experienced replay. It can work on the continuous state space,
which is a result of using the deep neural network as the
function approximator. However, the DQN suffers from over-
estimations, as pointed out by [2]. To solve the problem,
[2] proposed double DQN (DoDQN), which addresses the
problem by modifying the updating formula. The dueling
DQN (DDQN) improves by separating Q-value into state
value and action advantage, which improves the converging
rate [3]. In our framework, DQN and all its variants can be
applied, and we empirically compare their performance in
this application scenario.

The policy based methods can be used in continuous
action space. DQN algorithms are suitable to deal with
discrete action space. Also through the explanation of the
above-mentioned content, the RLmethods based Actor Critic
framework, which have the complex structure, are difficult to
converge. Therefore, we prefer to choose DQN to solve our
routing task in the next sections, according to the character-
istics of the problem.

B. FLOW FORECAST
In our proposed framework, one of the important parts is to
predict the future flow of each channel, which we model it as
a time-series prediction problem. A time series is a series of
data points indexed (or listed or graphed) in time order [37].
Examples of time series are heights of ocean tides and counts
of sunspots. In our task, customer requests flow can be viewed
as a time series, of which the volume may change temporally.
The problem of time series prediction is a research topic for
many years, which aims at predicting the value at a given time
point. Time-series prediction problem is often addressed by
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using machine learning models, include Random Forest [38],
GBRT [39], XGBoost [40], and Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [12].

The Random forest is an ensemble algorithm with mul-
tiple parallel trees to reduce the time spent in training and
testing [41]. Whereas, random forest algorithm often suffers
from overfitting because of the inevitable problem that data
may be full of noise. The GBRT trained with residual data is a
kind of tree-based boosting algorithm [42], so it only supports
serial execution. The improved XGBoost greatly improves
GBRT and can run in parallel with the block structure [43].
Deep learning has been demonstrated the success in many

application scenarios, and also in the time-series prediction.
The superiority of applying LSTM [12] to series prediction
can hardly be generalized to all types of data. Cautions need
to be made when making decisions on whether to adopt
the method in the flow forecast problem. For example, [44]
use LSTM to predict Mackey-Glass series and the Santa Fe
FIR laser emission series, and observe that LSTM does not
seem to consistently be the best on all series, especially on
simpler time series prediction tasks, it may be less effective.
Reference [44] suggest to use LSTM only when simpler
traditional methods fail. All previously discussed methods
can be applied to our problem, and we will provide empirical
evaluation in Section IV.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We formulate the classic customer request routing problem
into an optimization problem by considering both channel
resources and customers’ satisfaction. To address the real
problem, we proposed a novel framework, which is based on
the deep reinforcement learning method. In addition to the
framework, we also propose a new routing method by com-
bining DDQN and DoDQN methods. Extensive experiments
on both real and synthetic data show that our proposed frame-
work greatly improves the existing system and our proposed
PER-DoDDQN method is the best configuration.

In the future work, we plan to further improve our method
from the following perspectives: (i) improve our user profil-
ing by understanding users’ description of requests, instead
of considering attributes alone; (ii) we plan to incorporate
real-time features into the proposed PER-DoDDQN model,
for a better model of the environment; (iii) we also plan to
generalize our model to more routing or dispatching related
problems.
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